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Mindless behavior bio

Mindless Behavior was an American boy band, best known for the singles Mrs. Right and My Girl, produced by Walter Millsap. The group signed with Interscope Records, Streamline, Sony/Epic and Conjunction Entertainment. Members The band was reunited in Los Angeles in 2008 by Walter Millsap (who has previously worked with
Timbaland and Beyoncé), Keisha Gamble and Vincent Herbert (Toni Braxton, Lady Gaga). They have trained in singing and dancing for 2 years before releasing a recording. Princeton said: We clicked from the first day we met because we all love music and acting. On stage, we all go out. In November 2013, it was announced that singer
Prodigy left the group to pursue a solo career. This left Ray Ray, Princeton and Roc Royal as a trio. In April 2014, Mindless Behavior announced that EJ will be the replacement for Prodigy and the band's new lead singer. In December 2014, Roc Royal was fired from Mindless Behavior due to his misbehavior. After this, Prodigy returned to
the group to replace Roc Royal. In June 2015, Prodigy was replaced by a new member under the name Michael River (who is simply known as Mike). In September 2015, Ray Ray left Mindless Behavior to pursue a solo career. This left Mike, EJ and Princeton (who was the only original member of the group left) as a trio. They disbanded
in February 2017. The real name Princeton Princetán (Jacob Perez), also known as Princeton Perez, is a former member of Mindless Behavior. Perez began his career at an early age when he appeared in television commercials for companies such as McDonald's, Nike and Sketchers. He was one of the first members to join the band
and was the only original member to be in the group from 2008 until the end of the group's career in 2017. Perez was born on April 21, 1996, in Downey, California. Prodigy's image source – © Guliver / Getty Images Prodigy (real name – Craig Thomas Crippen, Jr.), now known as PradaG, is the former lead singer of Mindless Behavior.
By November 2013, he had left the band and was replaced by a new lead singer, EJ. Prodigy was born on December 26, 1996 in Philadelphia, which made him the first Mindless Behavior member not to be born in Los Angeles, California, in addition to EJ. Roc Royal Roc Royal (real name – Chresanto Romelo August), also known as
Double R or Santo August, is a former member of Mindless Behavior. August received the stage name Roc Royal by Gamble, due to his personality. Roc Royal joined the band in 2008 and remained their member until 2014 when he was fired for his behavior. Chresanto Romelo August was born on July 23, 1997 in Los Angeles, California
and is the second member to audition for MB. Ray Ray Ray (real name – Rayan De'Quan Lopez), also known as Rayan, is a former MB member. Ray Ray joined band in 2008 and left the group in 2015. Rayan was the oldest member of the original group. Rayan De'Quan Lopez was born on January 6, 1996 in Los Angeles, California and
was the last member to audition for MB as former vocalist Craig Thomas Crippen, Jr. was discovered on YouTube. EJ Image Source – © Guliver / Getty Images EJ (real name – Elijah Johnson) was MB's second lead singer, replacing former MB vocalist Craig Thomas Crippen, Jr. Elijah Johnson was born on June 24, 1998 in Detroit,
Michigan, making him the second member of the MB band not to be born in California in addition to Mike and Craig Thomas Crippen, Jr. He was also the 5th member to join MB. Elijah Johnson joined the band in early 2014. In June 2018, she released her long-awaited solo debut single, Release in all digital formats. Mike Mike (real name
– Michael River Martin) was an MB sub-singer. Mike joined Mindless Behavior in early 2015. Michael River Martin is the 6th member to join MB, as he replaced former original member Chresanto Romelo August. Michael River Martin was born on May 13, 1998, in Mississippi, which made him the third member of Mindless Behavior to be
unborn in California in addition to EJ and Craig Thomas Crippen, Jr. Biography In 2010, his first single My Girl was released. The song has more than 55 million views on YouTube and was nominated at the 2011 BET Awards by Viewer's Choice. On September 20, 2011, her debut album, #1 Girl, was released. It debuted on the Billboard
200 at number 7. In February 2012, around Valentine's Day, MB released a single called Valentine's Girl – in the spirit of Valentine's Day. In July 2012, the band embarked on their own 25-city tour, with opening backdrops Jacob Latimore, Lil Twist and Kayla Brianna. Roc Royal quoted: Our fan base is growing and we couldn't be more
excited. We give them what they want. We can relate to them because we're all kids and we love to have fun. Mindless Behavior's second album, Titled All Around the World, was released in March 2013. The album entered the Billboard 200 at number 6, however, it quickly disappeared from the chart. It was a disappointment about sales.
Read more: Is Philip DeFranco married? Their third album, titled #officialMBmusic, was released on June 24, 2016. The group released their first single from the album titled #SongCry which was released on their SoundCloud. On June 17, 2016, the band released the music video for their third single, #OverNightBag. Trivia MB headlined
the first BET Closer to My Dreams Tour with Lil Twist, Tyga, Trevante, Diggy Simmons and Jawan Harris. Read more: TM88 Net Worth The group toured with: Janet Jackson; The Backstreet Boys; Jason Der'lo; Justin Bieber. Behavior Net Worth Jacob Perez (Princetan) has an estimated net worth of $0.6 million. Craig Thomas Thomas
Jr. (Prodigy) has an estimated net worth of $0.8 million. Chresanto Romelo (Roc Royal) has an estimated net worth of $0.2 million. Rayan De'Quan Lopez (Ray Ray) has an estimated net worth of $0.7 million. Elijah Johnson (EJ) has an estimated net worth of $1.2 million. Michael River Martin (Mike) has an estimated net worth of $0.4
million. In addition, its YouTube channel has more than 284 million views, which translates to about $568,000 in revenue. Therefore, Mindless Behavior has an estimated net worth of $3.9 million. READ THIS FOLLOWING: Biography of Kassem G Featured Image Source – © Guliver / Getty Images. Reference pop-R&amp;B group whose
first two albums were Top Ten and preceded an explicit makeover. Read full biography Along with producers Vincent Herbert (Toni Braxton, Destiny's Child, Lady Gaga) and Walter Millsap (Alicia Keys, Beyoncé), Mindless Behavior is a pop-R&amp;B group with singers and dancers Princeton, Prodigy, Ray Ray and Roc Royal. The quartet
signed with Interscope within half a year of its formation and debuted on the Billboard charts in February 2011 with their first single, My Girl, a sweet and crazy number in Justin Bieber's squeaky, clean vein and chris Brown's first album. Shortly after the release of the follow-up single, Mrs. Right, the group's first album, #1 Girl, debuted at
number seven on the Billboard 200. Around the same time, Mindless Behavior graduated from janet Jackson's opening at the head of her own U.S. tour. The group's second album, All Around the World, followed in March 2013. It entered the Billboard 200 at number six, but quickly disappeared from the chart and was a disappointment in
terms of sales. Over the next two years, the group's membership suffered some turnover. EJ and Mike River replaced the late Prodigy and Roc Royal and recorded the group's third album, #OfficialMBMusic. The vocal focus and lyrical content were significantly different from the group's past, more rap-oriented and explicit. Mindless
Behavior is a dynamic group of armed youth with unlimited talent, momentum, energy and an intrepid passion for music and acting. Just in his teens, the energetic fusion of the pop, hip hop and R&amp;B quartet simply had the potential to transform the entire musical landscape as we know it. Composed of four energetic boys (all born in
1997) – Prodigy, Roc Royal, Ray Ray and Princeton – Mindless Behavior employs an elegant and futuristic crazy fashion style, epic dance moves and pop songs prepared for everyone. Its sound resonates with exuberant harmonies and messages that speak to listeners of all ages. Mindless Prodigy was named after his ability to quickly
master all the new things related to dance and music. Ray Ray came under the ranks of the famous Los Angeles Battle Dancer The Clown. Roc Royal, who began rapping at the age of eight, also honed his dance team skills. And Princeton began at the age of four, appearing in television commercials for Skechers, McDonalds and Nike,
as well as music videos. The shows offer high levels of energy during their sets, singing, rapping and dancing with a stage presence comparable to the big ones. Teenage girls, in particular, went crazy when the boys arrived on stage for their tour of Los Angeles high schools and opening sets with the Backstreet Boys (This Is Us 2010)
and Justin Bieber (Pop-con 2010). Watch Mindless Behavior on the set of your first My Girl video! Listen to my girl here! His movement is redefining the meaningless word and sending a powerful and much-needed message to young people. Senseless behavior is an effortless new way of thinking that promotes individuality. If you're
confident and not afraid to stand out, you don't make sense. If you get good grades at school, you don't make sense. If you express yourself, you don't make sense, the group commented. Music supports your message and meaningless lifestyle. Mindless Behavior's upcoming album, #1 Girl, pits teenage love against each other in
explosive party records, funny mid tempos and introspective ballads. The first single from the album My Girl is a bubbly and infectious track produced by Walter Millsap. The song is about how much our girl loves us, she texts us all the time, sending us a 1-4-3, Princeton said. Ms. Right's driving energy warms the dance floors with another
Millsap offering, which also produced the outstanding 1st Crush. In the Ballad powered by the Future piano, young romantics imagine everything they can take care of their daughters once they are old enough. They team up with superstar producer Polow Da Don for I Love You. Senseless behavior Even though meaningless behavioral
members are only 13 years old, their sound is universal and appeals to the masses. I think everybody can relate to our songs, Princeton said. He's a ten-year-old looking for 'Mrs. Right' or a 60-year-old man looking for 'Mrs. Right'. Prepare for Mindless Behavior to join the ranks of the legendary young male groups that preceded them: The
Jackson 5, New Edition, N'Sync and B2K. Read Kidzworld's questions and answers with meaningless behavior! Behavior!!
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